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Enterprise Can't Get 4 Managers Kicked Out Of
Overtime MDL
By Maria Chutchian

Law360, New York (July 23, 2012, 7:16 PM ET) -- A Pennsylvania federal judge on Friday
refused to grant summary judgment against four sample plaintiffs in the overtime multidistrict
litigation against Enterprise Rent-A-Car Co. Inc., saying there were too many disputed facts
to grant the rental car company's requests.

The plaintiffs, current and former Enterprise assistant branch rental managers, are
challenging their classification by Enterprise as exempt from overtime regulations under the
Fair Labor Standards Act. All have been required to work past 40 hours a week without
overtime compensation, according to court filings.

U.S. District Judge Joy F. Conti issued four separate orders denying summary judgment
against plaintiffs Robert Bajkowski, Melinda McQuaig, Wayman F. Graham II and Brandon
Singleton. She said in her decision that Enterprise failed to show that the four gave sham
testimonies — though Graham did have one bit of contradictory information — or that any of
them had regular hiring and firing authority.

“Summary judgment is precluded by the abundance of disputed material facts regarding
Bajkowski’s job responsibilities, on which the court must defer to future resolution by a jury,”
the judge said in her opinion regarding the Bajkowski motion.

Enterprise filed for summary judgment against eight sample plaintiffs. An attorney for
Enterprise said he suspected the other four decisions would be issued soon.

The actions were brought in 2009 by the assistant branch rental managers. They claim that
Enterprise wrongly classified them under the executive, administrative and combination
exemptions from the compensation requirements of the FLSA, prohibiting them from receiving
overtime pay.

In its summary judgment motions, Enterprise had argued that all four plaintiffs had provided
inconsistent testimonies between their deposition and supplemental declarations surrounding
their job responsibilities that amounted to “sham” affidavits, but Judge Conti was
unconvinced, saying there are reasonable situations in which both could be true.

She also found that three of the four plaintiffs did not oversee at least two other employees,
a factor that distinguished exempt workers from nonexempt workers under the FLSA. And
though Graham did oversee five employees, Judge Conti found that other factors weighed
against his classification as an exempt employee.

An attorney for Enterprise, Jason C. Schwartz of Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP, said the
defense is optimistic about the judge’s forthcoming rulings for the other four sample
plaintiffs.
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“The company believes strongly that these are exempt jobs and will continue defending that
classification in the case,” he said.

Enterprise is represented by Jason C. Schwartz and Melanie L. Katsur of Gibson Dunn &
Crutcher LLP, James R. Wyrsch and Daniel M. O'Keefe of Bryan Cave LLP and John R.
Gotaskie Jr. and Patrick L. Abramowich of Fox Rothschild LLP.

Bajkowski, McQuaig and Graham are represented by Gregg I. Shavitz and Hal B. Anderson of
Shavitz Law Group PA. Singleton is represented by Peter Muhic of Kessler Topaz Meltzer &
Check LLP.

The case is Hickton et al. v. Enterprise Rent-A-Car Co. Inc. et al., case number 09-mc-
00210, in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania.

--Additional reporting by Jocelyn Allison. Editing by Lindsay Naylor.
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